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Innovation and Research in the Print Media Industry

Digitalization
effects on production processes
effects on the the ways people use media

Servitization
effects on business models

Requires for a completely new way of thinking
”Service Dominant Logic”
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Bio economy - - - - - - - - - - - - - Internet of Things
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IoT or IoP?

The Internet of Things is often defined as a network of objects
able to communicate with each other
The objects include devices that we use in our everyday life
Also IoP, Internet of People
Internet of people generates huge amounts of data

offers possibilities for a wide variety of services
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The central role of the client in service production
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Starting from technology to build new services
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Example: Augmented reality in print ad

Sparkly
Available in the Apple App
Store, iOS 4.3+
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What is AR?

AR = Augmented Reality
Mixing 3D virtual objects with a dynamic view of the real world

Reality Augmented Reality Virtual Reality
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Involving the users

Concept ideas:
-entertainment
-game
-useful
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AR Case Study: Sparkly iPhone App

Sparkly
iPhone App

Sinebrychoff
New Product

Campaign
Digital Coupon

Aller Media Oy
Publisher

Citat Oy
Graphic Design

Undo Oy
3D Modeling

VTT
Augmented Reality
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Sparkly ad
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Starting from user data to build new services
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Replies from 29 countries, Total N=1036
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Results from 9 countries

European average + countrywise analysis
Austria
Belgium/Netherlands
Finland
Germany
Italy
Norway
Sweden
UK

Money to spend:
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Slow bons vivants Busy mix-and-
matchers

Tolerant surfers Youthful digilovers

Consumer segments / Print Power Europe
- Busy mix-and-matchers the largest group in all countries with the exception of Norway
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Recommendations on how to continue

More attention could be paid to the groups that don’t have a
traditional way of using print media

Busy mix-and-matchers and Tolerant surfers have a positive
attitude towards print and would therefore be the most
interesting groups

Issues to study could include e.g.
How to maintain print as an important part of the everyday life of
consumers in these groups
What is it in different forms of print that they find the most
important to them
How to attract people in these groups
How can their print media use be activated
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Possibilities
Combining the physical and digital worlds
Using the Internet of Things to connect
people and building new services on that

Internet of people generates data
Consumers actions can be better

understood

Involving the users to
co-create new services
comment on technological possibilities
give feedback on prototypes

Fast and agile prototyping together with the users
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Thank you!
anu.seisto@vtt.fi



TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS


